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TAXONOMIC RANK OF PENNSYLVANIAN
GROUPINGS
CHARLES KEYES
When the title Pennsylvanian was first proposed for the upper
subdivision of the general Carbonic section of America it was with
the express purpose of designating the widely known Coal Meas
ures by a specific geographic name, and of implying a time value
to the succession represented. .In an unreasonable proneness of
that day amounting almost to mania, of multiplying geographic
and geologic terms and of giving new geographic titles to old
lithologic units future contingencies of geologic taxonomy were
entirely lost sight of, and the possibilities of some more refined
nomenclature at no distant date were not taken into account.
As thus suggested Pennsylvanian was intended to be a time-
term equivalent of a rock series and its use in this manner was
supposed especially to emphasize the naturalness and the necessity
of a dual nomenclature which its author had then recently also
strongly advocated. But there proved to be no urgent demand for
duplicate sets of names, particularly when on every hand it was
clearly recognized that a single set sufficed. The idea was received
coldly. What a provincial rock series really needed was special
definition in which the time element should find no place. The
Coal Measures were found to be a rock sequence much too pon
derous to be cramped into provincial bounds.
So ill-fitting was the new geographic title, taxonomically, that
instead of clearly delimiting a terranal succession for all time, and
becoming a world-wide time unit its proposition and use served
only to throw the classification of the Coal Measures into utmost
confusion. Taxonomic clarity was impossible. Being merely a
place-name affixed to an old and not less indefinite section it
carried with it all the objections possessed by the older designation
without providing any new or advantageous attributes. It soon
developed that it was without delimitation one whit clearer than
that held by the older name the place of which it was intended
to take.
Raised later by some writers to high dignity with Periodic rank,
and by others reduced to inconsequental serial position, it
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really neither. A time signification of Periodic proportions was
not possible because it would have to be applied in world-wide
sense. For the present, at least, and perhaps for all time, the
term cannot be expected to hold time valuation. With a provincial
serial rank it leaves no room for real series ; and there are many.
An intermediary "group" is not only unnecessary, but burdensome,
and serves no useful purpose. In our Continental interior, for
example, there are no less than five rock series which, already
well established, must eventually be accepted as valid. All are to
be resolved out of the Coal Measures, or so-called Pennsylvanian
section.
In the larger sense the time-value of the Pennsylvanian is much
too long; in the lesser sense it is much too short. According to
most approved canons of modern nomenclature the title seems to
have no taxonomic claims. In view of all of these circumstances
the old name still has useful mission; the later term none. It is
today one of the chief drawbacks to taxonomic progress in this
country, for the principle is far-reaching. Until the term is
dropped from our system of -nomenclature the diastrophic aspects
of Coal Measures stratigraphy are likely to be continually mis
interpreted and true advancement made impossible.
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